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Match the words with the pictures.

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate verbs from the box.
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1. bowl (      )

2. dice (      )

3. grill (      )

4. peeler (      )

5. strainer (      )

6. spread (      )

7. frying pan (      )

8. bake (      )

9. saucepan (      )

10. knife (      )

11. fry (      )

12. boil (      )

13. slice (      )

14. spoon (      )

15. squeeze (      )

16. knead (      )

1. Chop the tomatoes into small pieces.
2. We  the chicken with potatoes in the oven for dinner.
3. Let’s  the bread to make sandwiches.
4. the soup with the spoon until it boils.
5. I will  some chips in oil to serve with meat.
6. Can you  the potatoes so that I can boil them.
7. After you cook the meal,  some salt and pepper to it.
8. Do not bake biscuits too long or they will  . 
9. First, we need to  some water in a pot to make spaghetti.
10. spoonfuls of the mixture into a frying pan to make pancakes.

chop

fry

boil

peel

roast

stir

slice

add

burn

pour
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Write the words under related topics.

Read the speech bubbles and match them with the orders.

add
bake
bitter

blender
bowl

boil
breadcrumbs

cup
flour

freezer

frying pan
garlic

greasy
mash
milky

mince
oven

parsley
rice
salty

serve
spicy

sprinkle
sweet

teaspoon
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Cooking processes and 
methods

Ingredients Taste of food Kitchen tools

I am a vegetarian so 
I never eat meat. I 

am in the mood for a 
dessert now. I will try 

a traditional one.

Lucas Marie AndyHenry Steve Rose

I pay attention 
to my health. 

I will have 
vegetables.

Seafood is my 
favorite. I want to 
have salad, too.

I know they 
are unhealthy 
but I like fast 

food. 

I am stuffed. I want 
to have a hot drink 

and one of my 
favorite desserts.

I am crazy 
about meat. I 

will have it with 
a cold drink.

Salad with 
grilled fish

Steamed 
broccoli

Beef and 
coke

Hamburger 
and fried 

chips

Coffee and 
apple pie

Turkish 
baklava
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Read the recipe and write ‘True’(T) or ‘False’(F) and answer the 
questions.Exercise
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First, wash the potatoes and put them in a large pot. Second, add two liters of water to 
the pot. Next, boil the potatoes until they get soft. Then, take them out and peel them 
when they are hot. After that, dice the potatoes and put them in a large bowl. Finally, add 
chopped green onion and some olive oil. For a better taste, you should put the potatoes 
into cold water before boiling them.

1. What is the cooking tip for a delicious potato salad?

2. How long should you boil the potatoes?

3. Which kitchen tools do you need to make a potato salad?

4. When should you add chopped green onion and some olive oil?

5. What is the following step after you take the potatoes out and peel them?

 You should add two liters of water to the pot after you boil the potatoes.

 Your salad will be more delicious if you put the potatoes into cold water before boiling them.

 Before peeling the potatoes, you should dice them.

 Green onion, olive oil, and potato are the ingredients.  

 You need a knife in the first step of the recipe.
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Circle the odd one.

1. fry –grate-boil-steam

2. bowl-oven-fridge-onion

3. fork-ginger-peeler-knife

4. spread- fork-squeeze-sprinkle

5. fridge- bitter-hot-salty

6. mix-second-next-finally
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